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Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa
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HIGHLIGHT

KNÖDEL TIME IN VIGO
“Let’s tuck in” is maybe the best exclamation for the “Festa del
Canederlo” feast that takes place today at 8.00 p.m. in the square Piaz
J.B. Massar in Vigo. Foodies can dig in with four different versions of the
dish to which the feast is dedicated, feast organised by the local brass
band “Mùsega da Vich”: smoked ham knödels with beef goulash, savoy
cabbage knödels with boletus cream, cheese knödels with cabbage salad
and, finally, sweet knödels with vanilla sauce (tickets available in the
square from 6 p.m.). Everything accompanied by wines from Trentino.
Children can also take part in the workshop (booking: tourist office in
Vigo; € 3,00) to learn how to make canederli following the tips of the
cook Daniele.
Tickets: € 18 for 3 portions of savoury canederli; € 8 for 1 portion of savoury or
sweet canederli; € 3 for each wine tasting.

Today in the valley
THE GREAT EMPRESSES

PIAZ MARCONI SQUARE - CANAZEI AT 9 P.M.
the writers Licia Campi Pezzi and Mauro Valentini present their book
about the Austrian Empresses, as part of the series of appointments
organised by the local library.

FIREFIGHTERS SHOW

FIREHOUSE - LOC. VAC IN PERA/SÈN JAN AT 9 P.M.
The voulonteer firefighters from Pozza show their most frequent
manoeuvres and their means.

IT'S A "CANTICUM NOVUM"

PARISH CHURCH - MOENA AT 9 P.M.
The "Ensemble Canticum Novum" presents its appreciated repertoire
of sacred chants, some of which in Ladin.

Itineraries
FROM VIGO TO SANTA GIULIANA
From the town-centre of Vigo, take the road Strada de Piz, until you
meet a “festil”, which is a covered fountain. From here, go on along
the road Strada de Sent’Uiana and, after passing the last house on
the left, go up along the paved road that leads to the wall
surrounding Santa Giuliana’s church, patron saint of Val di Fassa.
The temple, according to the documents, has been there since
1237, on a prehistoric place of worship. The walk is short but steep
and requires a stop, insomuch that you will meet some benches, to
sit down and admire the landscape and the village below. Beside
the church, there is also the Austrian-Hungarian cemetery, that can
be visited before taking the comfortable unpaved path that leads to
the crossroads with the way to the hamlet of Vallonga. Descending,
you will reach the road Strada de Pontac and then, turning left, get
to the starting point.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 9TH AT 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRY FARMS
A MOUNTAIN FARMHOUSE LIKE "EL MAS" IS FULL OF SURPRISES
(ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 9TH AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

VAL CONTRIN BY MTB

NICE EXCURSION WITH THE BIKE GUIDES THROUGH UPHILLS AND
FLAT STRETCHES. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY
AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
The Art Institute Giuseppe Soraperra, settled along the Dolomites
street in Pozza, was the first high school (1941) in the valley (today
flanked by the science school, the language school and the skicollege). The building, which will be soon replaced with a new one,
is a work by the architect Ettore Sottsass senior (1892 – 1953), who
worked in Fassa in the Twenties and Thirties. The school of Sottsass
was realised only in part, because of the war (it was concluded in
1951), but the project is detectable by the straightness of the
construction, more complex in the volume and in the coverage.

AUGUST 9TH AT 9.30 A.M. - POZZA

"HIKE & BIKE" ON BUFFAURE
ON FOOT ON THE CRESTS AND BY BIKE ALONG THE CYCLE WAY, WITH
THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (TOUR
AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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